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Info 
Tips and Rules 

 

Before asking for the register of a domain name, it reads the Contract 
for register of domain of the Register .br and the effective regulation: 
resolutions 2 number [1] and [] and its annex [I].  

It is certain of that the name is not registered, reserved for the Managing 
Committee, or if is a well-known mark of the INPI, verifying in the system 
of Research. If the research to result in “Domain disponínivel for 
register”, means that the domain could be registered. In case that 
contrary, it could not be registered. 

For any operation in the register system, it is necessary that the user 
previously is registered in cadastre and Is identified in the system. For 
this, case you not yet you register in cadastre have made it you follow 
tutorial Registering in cadastre yourself as the using one of the 
register system. 

For the current rules, so that the register of a domain is accomplished, 
they are necessary the least two servers configured DNS hardwired to 
the Internet and already for the domain that is being requested. It is 
certifyd of this through the verification system. 

To register a domain, it is necessary to be represented or a legally 
established entity in Brazil as legal entity (Institutions that possess 
CNPJ) or physics (CPF) that it possesss a contact in domestic territory. 

An entity will be able to register, under a DPN, how many domínios to 
want. However, DPNs is not allowed to register name in more than 2 the 
same. The homonímia restriction is not applied to the DPNs with 
restrictions or DPNs for physical people. 

Examples: 

� An entity legal entity will be able to register how many domínios 
to want under COM.BR and IND.BR, but if to possess the 
domínios XXX.COM.BR and XXX.IND.BR, will not be able to also 
register it in ART.BR. That is, XXX.COM.BR will be had and 
XXX.IND.BR will not be able to register XXX.ART.BR. Already 
nothing it hinders that, in case that this entity fills the 
requirements to register under TV.BR, XXX.TV.BR also registers, 
because TV.BR is a domain with proper restrictions, which do not 
add the homonímia restrictions.  

� An entity natural person will be able to register how many 
domínios to want under DPNs for liberal professionals and 
physical people, that is, will be able to register XXX.ADV.BR, 
XXX.ENG.BR, ZZZ.ETI.BR and XXX.ZZZ.NOM.BR, but will not 
be able to register XXX.ADV.BR, XXX.ENG.BR and XXX.ETI.BR.  

� Natural person is allowed to an entity to register XXX.BLOG.BR, 
XXX.FLOG.BR, XXX.VLOG.BR, XXX.WIKI.BR and 
XXX.ZZZ.NOM.BR.  

Syntactic rules that a domain must follow:  

� 2 minimum size of and maximum of 26 characters, not including 
the category, for example: in thedomain, this limitation if relates to 
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the.  
� Valid characters are [A-Z; 0-9], the hyphen, and the following 
accented characters: to, it is, and, i, ó, u, ü, c  

� It cannot only contain numbers.  
� For register ends, an equivalence in the comparison of domain 
names is established. The mapping will be carried through 
becoming the accented characters and cedilha, respectively, for 
its versions not accented and the “c”, and discarding hífens. The 
register of a new domain will only be allowed when it will not have 
equivalence to a preexisting domain, or when the solicitant will be 
the same entity detainer of the domain equivalent.  

OBS.: Specifically for the domain .NOM.BR is necessary the choice of 2 
names, that is: NOME1.NOME2.NOM.BR.  

A domain name does not contain www. That is, it has not asked for the 
register of www.xyz.com.br, the correct one will be only xyz.com.br. 

For the register of a domain a referring value exists to be repaid the 
maintenance for the period of 1 year. 

Currently the value is of R$ 30,00. The instructions for the payment are 
sent in the email of confirmation of the register of the domain. 

The value is the same for all the DPNs, is for legal, professional people 
liberal or physical people. 
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